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*Dark erotic standalone that may have triggersHere at Lark and Gannet, youâ€™ll work directly

under the partners, being groomed by the most powerful, all-male partnership to handle an

exclusive clientele. While within The Firm, your level of training goes deeper, requiring moreâ€¦varied

tasks, which youâ€™re obligated to perform to your Masterâ€™s pleasing.Are you nervous? You

should be. Chase Larkin has chosen you to be his submissive.Alexis Wilde, will you submit?All I

wanted was to save my brother. Something my parents failed to doâ€”and then, I failed him also. As

an introvert, getting ahead in the cutthroat law firm required a level of ego stroking I didnâ€™t

posses, and that meant my talents were overlooked. Until Chase Larkin noticed me.My erotic

fantasy come to life, Chase is all powerful, all man, all dominant. In one night, he changed my life

irrevocably. Now Iâ€™m ruined, destined to crave him forever. His scent. His taste. His brutal

touchâ€¦If I never followed him to his office that night, then none of this wouldâ€™ve happened. A

stalker on the prowl. Our lives in jeopardy. And only a momentâ€”one pivotal momentâ€”to decide

our fate. His life or mine.*This is a full length, standalone dark romance with an antihero that may

trigger uncomfortable feelings for the reader.
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Okay, so I know that I am usually an YA blog and mostly read those types of books, so I totally

understand if this isn't for some of my readers. But I adore Trisha Wolfe, and she has helped me

branch out into other genres. I know that I can count on characters that I like and a hot romance,

even if the descriptions of the sex is ramped up to the max in this and in her Visions of Red series,

that was preparation for the hotness and intensity of the BDSM in this one. Derision is told in

alternating perspectives of Chase and Alexis. He is the top guy in the firm and she was an intern

and submits her application to be advanced. But the firm isn't just about law, it is about men who are

doms/masters, and the ones who are promoted are submissives. They have all been eyeing Alexis

but they weren't sure if she was the best candidate. But Chase longed for her and finally claimed

her when others were showing interest as well. Alexis has to decide if she will accept him as her

master, and in doing so, she has to face a lot of things about herself. Can she be dominated? Is her

shame and self-doubt all because she was missing this from her life? Can she learn to trust again?

Chase tries to ease her into it, but he doesn't control his lust as much and rushes a few things. But it

was more than sex, everything just brought them closer together. Alexis figuring out how to still be

herself, but to fall into the role of submitting and letting Chase make the decisions about what is best

for her. Chase doesn't apologize for who he is and what he wants, and he always gave Alexis an

out if she ever decided it was too much. He protected her, and took his responsibility seriously.

Their love and lust plays out pretty quickly.

*4.5 Stars*Wowza! TWolfe took a small departure from her dark romantic thrillers and went more

towards pure erotic romance with this one but with Derision she still delivered a tight story with a

suspense element. And it was riveting!The way TWolfe intertwined The Firm with the firm was

clever. When hiring Lark and Gannet for representation, no one would ever suspect all that goes on

within or that the partners in the law firm are also partners in a wholly different kind of venture - The

Firm. TWolfe did well in describing both - I was accompanying Alexis along the hallways of

both.Alexis is a paralegal at Lark and Gannet. She's hardworking, quiet, keeps to herself...meek,

even. A true submissive. She's worked at the firm for a year now and other than performing her job,

she's done little else with anyone at the firm. She has kept a close eye on Chase Lark though. In

fact, he seemingly takes up some significant space in her mind.Chase likes rules and order. He

keeps all things in his life structured. So despite the fact that Alexis is being groomed for him, at his

directive, he's not ready for the chaos she will bring into his life. However, a power play among the

partners forces the issue.I liked both Alexis and Chase. I could identify with Alexis and I felt her



emotions acutely when others said hurtful things about her. Chase is unapologetic about who he is,

and that's an attractive quality. Seeing how they mesh, how their personalities work together, and

the power shift between them was fascinating. The relationship between Alexis and Chase,

although it developed quickly, felt genuine. It is HOT - their chemistry is off the charts - and I loved

the dynamics between them.
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